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Swiss Star DJ wanted for a wedding? Wedding DJ
A good reason to smile!

Getting married can be done quite fast. Rings, civil registry office, wedding cake, an amazing wedding dress and a photographer can be booked rather
quick. In many cases the DJ is the last a couple thinks about - even though entertainment is one of the most memorable aspects of a wedding. What
remains after the big day is the "Yes", the exchange of the rings, the wedding dress and the entertainment. Your best friends are close to you and wand to
dance through the night with you. The younger generations dances to chart hits. The older generation prefers folk music, waltz and the music of the 70s
and 80s.
Music knows no boundaries on this occasion. 

No matter if you hire a band or a wedding DJ , music is the magic word that brings everyone together. The wedding DJ receives your guests with a
musical note, he plays unobtrusive background music during meals and motivates your guests to dance. As a DJ I have a special instinct and a long
experience in pleasing bridal couple and guests and to create the right atmosphere for the occasion. That is indispensable for a wedding DJ or an event
DJ with  several years of experience playing music at numerous weddings and events. A personal meeting is crucial and free if the distance is justified.

As a personal wedding DJ  I am not only responsible for choosing the right music. No. Due to my working experience with numerous weddings, I am the
essential link between you and your guests and love to help with ideas and advice as a wedding DJ nowadays is not only responsible for the music, he
almost qualifies as a wedding planner. I would be glad to assist you at presentations with the technical equipment or as a host.
Let me convince you. I would be glad to accompany you to your wedding or your wedding-eve party to make this an unforgettable moment for you. 
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DJ Rowland assists you at business events, birthday parties, Christmas parties or exhibitions in Switzerland as well. 

Contact:
Rowland Wyss
Ringstrasse 16
5620 Bremgarten / Switzerland

info@hochzeit-dj.ch
www.hochzeit-dj.ch
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The design of a musical event is our challenge. Whether customer event, product presentation, gala dinners, VIP occasion or corporate event .Which
occasion it is also Your Event DJ's they accompany from the start to the finish,
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